~Client Testimonials~

Meredith, Redmond

Andrew, Redmond

“We couldn't be more pleased with our
experience with Outdoor Lighting Perspectives.
We absolutely made the right choice in having
them install outdoor lighting up our driveway and
around our front yard. We knew the moment Dan
took so much time with us to discuss our vision
and offer his input that OLP would be great to
work with. Dan's offer to come back out and do a
(free) demonstration of how the lights would look
once installed was the cherry on the cake. Hours
were spent with us before we committed and
ultimately paid for their services. We appreciated
the complementary demonstration; it made us
feel more comfortable and sure about what we
were doing. We will use their services again when
we are ready to install more lighting in our back
yard. Thank you OLP for all of your time and care.
We are so delighted!”

“We couldn’t be more pleased with our
experience with you and Outdoor Lighting
Perspectives. We absolutely made the right
choice! We knew the moment you took so
much time with us to discuss our vision and
offer your input that you would be great to
work with. Your offer to come back out and
do a demonstration at nighttime was the
cherry on the cake. We appreciated that
service, and it made us feel more
comfortable and sure about what we were
doing.”

Kate, Sammamish
“The BEST! Dan and his crew are so very
talented. They have a great eye for what would
work best in each setting/landscape location. My
back yard is truly transformed by the landscape
lighting they have installed! Dan excels in
customer service as well. Broken fixture or
burned out light bulbs? Not a problem! They
come right out to fix the light and also
check/clean all the others as well! Highly
recommended. A+.”

Stacey, Redmond

Dan, I just wanted to let you know what a
great job you did with our lighting the other
day. It's so nice to be able to see outside in
the dark again! The placement of the
lighting looks great on our landscaping and
I couldn't be happier. Thanks again and
have a great weekend.
Dan, Medina

“The most customer service friendly guy I’ve
met in a while. Much Thanks.”

For more information:
425-336-3011
pugetsound@outdoorlights.com
pugetsound.outdoorlights.com

